ABSTRACT Although the convolutional neural networks have obtained amazing performance in the area of image search, most of the existing methods are applied for natural images collected via normal lens without anamorphic distortion. Actually, there are great amounts of images collected with a circular fisheye lens to obtain larger field-of-view (FOV), especially in the area of natural science study. This paper aims to present a novel image search method with saliency deep features for those images, especially the aurora images used in solar-terrestrial space research. Our method exploits the advanced Mask R-CNN framework to extract semantic features. To utilize the unique physical characteristics of aurora and focus on the most informative local regions, we present a saliency proposal network (SPN) to take place in the region proposal network (RPN). In our SPN, different from the conventional rectangular gridding way, the proposed anchors show spherical distortion determined by imaging principle and magnetic information. In addition, instead of the horizontal directions, our anchor boxes direct perpendicular to the physical magnetic meridian, and thus ensure them to include the auroral structures within minimum areas. We perform numerous experiments on the big aurora image dataset, and the results prove the superiority of the proposed method over the state-ofthe-art methods on both search accuracy and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Profiting from the strong learning capacity, the convolutional neutral networks (CNN) [1] have achieved remarkable development in numerous tasks (e.g., image classification [2] , image dehazing [3] and contour segmentation [4] ). Especially for image search task, CNN is generally applied for semantic feature extraction. Compared with the traditional SIFT-based methods [5] , those CNN-based image search models [6] greatly promote the search accuracy. However, the improvement is achieved on natural images captured via ordinary lens without any imaging distortion. In real applications, thanks to the capacity of obtaining larger field-of-view (FOV), circular
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Vincenzo Piuri. fisheye lens are unsized for collecting various images under different scenarios, e.g., action cameras such as GoPro, video conference with lots of attendees and all-sky-imager (ASI) in scientific research. Therefore, how to apply the CNN-based image search methods for circular image search is a emerging and challenging task of significant importance.
In this paper, the aurora images are chosen as a representative example to present the proposed circular fisheye lens-based image search method. Aurora is caused by the particles collision between solar wind and earth's magnetic field, and is actually a natural light phenomenon appeared in high latitude regions [7] . Since aurora can be observed by human eyes to reflect the interaction in solar-terrestrial space, it has been collected with numerous facilities [8] . Due to the high resolution and all-weather observation, the ASIs located at the Yellow River Station (YRS) are widely used to generate large-scale aurora images in grayscale with size 512×512.
Conventional aurora image search is performed via human observation, which is time consuming and easily contaminated with visual fatigue. To this end, a polar embedding (PE) model [9] is presented to develop automatic large-scale aurora image search. It explored the SIFT and local binary pattern (LBP) features under the bag-of-words (BoW) framework [10] . However, such hand-crafted feature extraction and full domain computation way limits the further improvement of search accuracy and waste unnecessary memory. Intuitively, combining the CNN-based image search method with the imaging characteristics of aurora is a shortcut for solving the above problem.
In this paper, we propose a new aurora image search method with saliency deep feature. Generally, the CNN feature we exploit is able to achieve a ''deep'' understanding of ASI aurora images, and the ''saliency'' domain computation approach greatly reduces the memory cost and boosts the search efficiency.
In practice, our method is inspired by the advanced Mask R-CNN [11] . However, the Mask R-CNN is trained on natural image dataset generated via normal lens without deformation. Thus, the region proposal network (RPN) therein is constructed with rectangular gridding approach [12] , i.e., the anchor box center is distributed uniformly with horizontal direction. In contrast, the ASI aurora images exhibit spherical distortion. Hence, by considering the imaging characteristic of circular fisheye lens and auroral magnetic features, we present a saliency proposal network (SPN) to take place of the traditional RPN. The locations of the anchors in our SPN are distributed perpendicular to the physical magnetic meridian, and the corresponding anchor boxes are determined based on the geometrical morphology of aurora structures. Furthermore, the feature pyramid network (FPN) [13] is leveraged for realizing multi-scale feature representation.
The main contributions of our paper are concluded as follows. 1) We expand the application scope of CNN model for image search. Except the natural images collected with normal lens, we propose a general approach of how to transfer the famous CNN model for other images collected by circular fisheye lens, and thus enlarge the application of deep neural networks.
2) The SPN is proposed to replace the RPN in Mask R-CNN model. By exploring the imaging characteristic of circular fisheye lens, the RPN is revised as SPN for salient region detection. The proposed SPN is able to export regions encompassing salient aurora structures with minimum areas, thus improving the search accuracy because of little background interference. Additionally, the narrow band computation reduces the computational complexity to a large extent.
3) The proposed model successfully facilitates the physics research. The proposed model is capable of automatically search similar images in the large-scale ASI aurora image dataset, liberating researchers from heavy visual observation work and benefits a lot for their further study of polar geophysics. This paper is an extension of our preliminary work [14] , and we have made improvements on the following five aspects. a) More detailed description is presented in ''Background'' section, especially the introduction of ASI aurora image datasets and their characteristics. b) The region proposals detection in our SPN is discussed in more detail with Fig. 5 illustrating the choice of cluster number. c) The ''loss function for SPN training'' section is added to make indepth explanation on how to train our SPN. d) A weight parameter β is introduced to balance the influence of regional similarity score and global similarity score. Thanks to β, the search accuracy is further improved. e) We add several new experiments to analyze the performance of our method, e.g., the ''parameter analysis'' section, the ''subjective evaluation'' section and three state-of-the-art methods for comparison.
In Section II, background including the review of CNNbased image search and introduction of aurora image characteristics are presented. Section III explains the proposed aurora image search model with saliency deep features. The experimental results and analysis are given in Section IV, and the final is conclusion.
II. BACKGROUND A. CNN-BASED IMAGE SEARCH
Because of the self-training capability and deep network organization, CNN has achieved amazing performance in feature representation. It was first applied for image classification, and the category labels are output from the fully-connected (FC) layer. Commonly used models include AlexNet [15] , GoogLeNet [16] , VGG [17] , ResNet [18] , ResNeXt [19] , etc. Afterwards, other computer tasks, such as image segmentation and object detection, utilize CNN and present specific structures to replace the last FC layer for meeting relevant requirements.
In the field of image search, compared with the traditional SIFT-based methods, the CNN-based image search methods have achieved compelling performance [20] . At first, the FC6 layer in AlexNet is applied as semantic features with high abstractness [21] . Meanwhile, region partition schemes are explored to embed spatial information and generate region CNN features, e.g., the famous spatial pyramid matching (SPM) [22] divides one image into multiscale regions with rectangular gridding. Based on this idea, the multi-scale orderless pooling (MOP) model [23] conducts CNN features extraction from regions generated via SPM, and cascades them as a global signature. Similarly, the probabilistic analysis (PA) model [24] fuses the regional CNN feature and global CNN feature together. Afterwards, outputs of the convolutional layers are observed to possess strong capability of representing mid-level semantic information, thus achieving favorable performance. The maximum activation of convolutions (MAC) [25] is one of the most popular model and its multi-scale regional version, i.e., MS-RMAC [26] . In practice, the users are not always search for the whole image but the salient objects therein. Therefore, the techniques of object detection based on regions with CNN feature (R-CNN) [27] are widely exploited. The R-CNN model applies the selective search approach for region proposals generation. However, since the region determination module is located outside the network backbone, this fashion wastes a lot memory and time. To solve this problem, numerous improved models design a region generation module capable of performing joint training with CNN network, e.g., SPP-Net [28] , Fast R-CNN [29] , Faster R-CNN [30] , YOLO [31] , SSD [32] , YOLO9000 [33] , etc. Especially, the Faster R-CNN presents a region proposal network (RPN) which is actually a fully convolutional neural network for region generation. Recently, the Mask R-CNN model [11] is proposed to conduct pixel-level segmentation and object recognition simultaneously. It applies the feature pyramid network (FPN) [13] with RPN and thus achieves multi-scale representation without losing the resolution of feature maps. Also, a RoIAlign layer is proposed to replace the traditional RoIPool for promoting the accuracy of location projection from feature maps to the input image. Therefore, the Mask R-CNN achieves remarkable performance on instance segmentation, object detection, target recognition, etc.
However, existing CNN models are applied for images collected with ordinary cameras. Since these images are distributed normally, the rectangular meshing scheme in SPM, FPN is reasonably. When face to the aurora images, new region generation module considering the imaging features of circular fisheye lens is in urgent need.
B. CHARACTERISTIC OF THE ASI AURORA IMAGE 1) ASI AURORA IMAGE DATASET
This paper selects the ASI aurora images as a representative example to present the proposed circular fisheye lensbased image search method. The aurora image data we exploited is captured by the ASIs system installed in YRS (with geographic coordinates 78.921N, 11.931E). As shown in Fig. 1(a) , the ASIs system contains three monochrome imagers which are sealed in the observation huts. Each monochrome imager contains a circular fisheye lens. Due to the detailed description of texture information, the 557.7 nm wavelength data is selected. Since the first overwinter observation conducted in 2003, the ASI aurora data is increasing by millions every year. After removed uninformative data, we finally choose 1,003,428 (about 1M) typical ASI aurora images for searching.
Based on the morphological characteristics, we invite five polar experts to label the 1M ASI images into ten categories, i.e., four kinds of arc, two kinds of radial, two kinds of drapery and two kinds of hotspot. Noting that each label is determined with at least three consistent recommendations, and the example images of these ten categories are illustrated in Fig. 1(b) .
Also, five datasets are built for convenience of our largescale image search as follows.
ASI8K. The query image dataset with 800 images for each category, and there are totally 8K images.
ASI14K. The first overwinter observation dataset with 14K images. ASI1M. The large-scale dataset including all images to test the scalability of comparison methods.
2) ASI AURORA IMAGE ANALYSIS
To design a CNN model suitable for ASI aurora image search, we must make in-depth analysis on its particular characteristics.
The ASI aurora images are collected with circular fisheye lens from the ground to the sky above with larger FOV. Thus, the textures in ASI aurora images are projected nonuniformly, and the peripheral regions exhibit more serious deformation compared with the central region. Moreover, due to the difference between geomagnetic and geophysical coordinates in YRS, an offset angle from the horizontal center line to the magnetic meridian (connection line of magnetic north (M.N.) and magnetic south (M.S.)) is occurred.
As illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , the salient aurora structures, such as ''arc'' and ''vortex'', are the main factor influencing the search results. If an image possesses more similar aurora structures with the query image, its probability of determining as search result is higher. Due to the imaging principle and geomagnetic information, the aurora structures are generally located along the deformation lines perpendicular to the magnetic meridian (see Fig. 2 ).
Intuitively, to accord with the ASI aurora image characteristic in our CNN-based search, the region proposals can be determined along the deformation lines. This idea would improve the reasonability of bounding boxes and reflect the geomagnetic information for further analysis.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
This paper proposes a novel aurora image search model with saliency deep features. By considering the characteristic of aurora images, our model refines the Mask R-CNN with a SPN layer, and thus able to focus on saliency regions with informative aurora structures. While the uninformative regions are ignored to improve the search efficiency and accuracy. This section first reviews the proposed method, and then explains the main innovations.
A. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed model comprises three modules, i.e., pretraining on COCO, fine-tuning on ASI aurora, online search (see Fig. 3 ).
1) PRE-TRAINING ON COCO
The Mask R-CNN trained on COCO dataset is chosen as our pre-training network to inherit its strong representative capability. Generally, its backbone architecture is the Faster R-CNN with ResNet and FPN. Also, the RoIAlign is blitzed to preserve accurate projection in feature maps. With the pretrained model, hyper-parameters transferring is performed on the convolutional layers which are abbreviated as C 2 to C 5 . Noting that the first convolutional layer C 1 is not considered due to its low-level representation attribute and high memory cost. Since RPN is used for natural images without deformation, we discard it for redesign.
2) FINE-TUNING ON ASI AURORA
Considering the imaging principle of circular fisheye lens, fine-tuning is conducted on ASI aurora. Firstly, data augmentation is performed to enlarge the dataset for retraining. Subsequently, hyper-parameters inherited from the pre-training module are fine-tuned for fitting the ASI aurora data. In the fine-tuning procedure, RPN is replaced with a SPN. Our SPN determines the locations, shapes and directions of anchor boxes based on the deformation lines and geomagnetic lines. Then, FPN is introduced to achieve multi-scale representation with RoIAlign layer. Lastly, top salient regions are exported with their CNN features normalized to the same length, thus generating the regional CNN feature. Additionally, global CNN feature extracted from the whole image is considered for overall description. Both the regional and global CNN features are saved into the inverted table and the offline indexing is completed.
3) ONLINE SEARCH
For the query image, the same processing is performed for multi-scale CNN feature extraction. Afterwards, referring to the offline indexing results, global CNN feature in the query image is first compared with the training dataset to obtain the global similarity score. Then, for each regional CNN feature, all regional CNN features of the compared image are scanned to obtain the regional similarity score. By scanning all images in the offline indexing table with related similarity scores, we output the search result and treat the highest score being the top rank.
B. SPN FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION
In feature extraction, our model proposes a SPN layer to extract both regional and global CNN features. The regional CNN feature describes the aurora structure in an image. While the global CNN feature represents the distribution of these aurora structures. In online searching, only images achieving high values on both regional and global similarity scores can be treated as search results.
The proposed SPN is based on the characteristics of aurora images and mainly includes three parts: circular anchors determination, region proposals detection, multi-scale feature extraction.
1) CIRCULAR ANCHORS DETERMINATION
The Faster R-CNN [30] and Mask R-CNN [11] determine the anchors in a rectangular gridding manner. Although it achieves good performance on natural images with easy implementation, this approach is inappropriate for aurora images with spherical deformation.
Hence, our SPN exploits both radial and equatorial distortion of aurora image. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the SPN draws longitude and latitude deformation lines based on the camera parameters and location information. Thereafter, their intersections are naturally regarded as our circular anchors.
In practice, if the magnetic meridian is segmented into l segments, the deformation lines are divided into l parts, and thus generating l 2 anchors.
Remarkably, the proposed circular anchors can not only conform to aurora texture distribution, but also reflect the geomagnetic latitude and longitude information. Thus, it greatly facilitates further physical research on polar atmosphere.
2) REGION PROPOSALS DETECTION
With the determined circular anchors, we generate region proposals inspired by the pipeline of Mask R-CNN [11] and YOLO9000 [33] .
Firstly, we generate bounding boxes centered at the circular anchors. These boxes are with different scales, directions, and length-width ratios. Notably, their directions are not horizontal as traditional methods, but perpendicular to magnetic meridian and along the deformation lines (shown in Fig. 4 ). This design is based on the magnetic properties of aurora to ensure the bounding boxes capable of enclosing aurora structure within minimum area.
Subsequently, proposal priors are selected following the YOLO9000 approach. With ground truth boxes of all ASI images labeled by polar experts, K -means clustering is conducted to find their distribution. Fig. 5 illustrates the change 66000 VOLUME 7, 2019 of average IoU score with the increase of clustering number K . It can be seen that the IoU score first increases rapidly and then attains a high value.
Considering both detection precision and computational complexity, we finally set K as 6. With these priors, the SPN is easy to train and capable of predicting better region proposals.
Finally, we apply the FPN scheme to obtain multi-scale region proposals from different pyramid layer P i . Thus, region proposals with high probability carrying aurora structures are output.
3) MULTI-SCALE FEATURE EXTRACTION
With the detected region proposals, regional CNN features are extracted. In practice, we directly project the location of each region proposal to the corresponding feature maps with RoIAlign layer. Then, for each region proposal in each pyramid layer P i , we conduct max-pooling on the related tensors in feature maps to get a feature vector R = {R − P 2 , R − P 3 , R − P 4 , R − P 5 }. After processing all region proposals, the multi-scale regional CNN features are achieved.
For the global image, we directly cascade the outputs of FPN {P i } = {P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5 } without the region generation module, thus generating the global CNN feature
Here, each R − P i or G − P i is set to 256-D. Therefore, our multi-scale feature covers multi-level sematic information with different resolutions.
4) LOSS FUNCTION FOR SPN TRAINING
The aim of our SPN layer is to not only detect the salient regions but also predict their locations as accurate as possible, i.e., minimize the classification loss and box regression loss simultaneously. Thus, the total loss function is represented as
where i is the anchor index in a mini-batch; p i is the predicted probability of the ith anchor being an object (aurora structure); p * i is the ground-truth label (1 when IoU higher than 0.7 or with the highest value, 0 when IoU lower than 0.3). Hence, the log loss L cls (p i , p * i ) is the classification loss describing the classification accuracy. t i is the condition of predicated bounding box including its locations and feature, i.e.,
where v is the coordinate transformation vector; R is the extracted regional CNN feature; t * i is the vector for the ground-truth box. Here, the robust loss function L reg (t i , t * i ) [29] To balance the influence of both loss functions, a weighted parameter λ is introduced.
C. INDEXING AND QUERYING
With the extracted multi-scale CNN features for our aurora image dataset of D images, it is necessary to build an inverted table to save them.
For each image, the SPN outputs one global CNN feature and r d regional CNN feature. Here, r d is depends on the number of aurora structures in the dth image. These vectors are saved after the image ID.
In online search, following the same steps in the offline ranking procedure, CNN features in multi-scale consisting of one global part and r q regional parts of the query image are extracted with the proposed SPN.
After computing the similarities between the query image Q and image in the ASI aurora dataset I from both global and regional parts, the total similarity score can be expressed as
where SS G (Q, I ) is the global similarity score, and SS R (Q, I ) is the regional similarity score, i.e.,
Here, dis(G Q , G I ) representing the global CNN feature distance between Q and I is actually the addition of the Euclidean distances between each G − P i (i = 2, . . . , 5).
For the regional CNN features, dis(R Q r , R I ) is the average value of Euclidean distance summation between each R − P i (i = 2, . . . , 5) of one region in Q and all other r d regions in I . After computing all r q regions in the query image, the average value of the summation of dis(R Q r , R I ) can be obtained. The lower of this average value, the higher of the SS R (Q, I ), meaning that Q and I are more similar in region proposals.
In practice, the matching degree of each aurora structure is represented by the regional similarity score SS R (Q, I ), and the matching degree of their distributions is measured by the global similarity score SS G (Q, I ). Those images similar on both regional detailed structures and global distribution can be regard as suitable results. Furthermore, to balance the influence of global and regional similarity scores, a weight parameter β is introduced. Also, our separate scanning approach for every region proposals promotes the search recall.
Finally, according to the total similarity score, we rank the candidate images from highest to lowest of the score.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed model, we perform extensive experiments on the ASI aurora image datasets with increasing sizes. All experiments are performed under the same environment with two Titan X GPUs and 128 GB of RAM. We leverage the mean average precision (mAP) to measure the search accuracy, while the average query time is used for representing search efficiency. This section first analyzes the parameter influence of the prosed method. Then, ablation experiments for each novel module are given. Finally, we compare the state-of-the-art methods with both visual and data results. Note that the ASI aurora datasets are simplified as their sizes, e.g., 1M for ASI1M.
A. PARAMETER ANALYSIS
There are mainly two parameters affecting the performance of our model, i.e., the weight parameter of loss function λ and the weight parameter of similarity score β. We conduct experiments with different parameter settings, and the comparison result of search accuracy is shown in Fig. 6 . Noting that the two parameters are debugged successively with one changing and the other fixed with the best value. It can be seen that with the increase of λ, the mAP first increases to the top value, then decreases gradually. Obviously, the best value is λ = 10 for balancing the classification and boxes regression losses. Theoretically, this value is close to the ratio of anchors number N reg (about 2400) over the mini-batch size N cls (256).
For the weight parameter of similarity score β, similar change trajectory can be obtained and the best value is β = 1.5. Observably, this value means that the weight of regional similarity score is higher than the global similarity score, highlighting the importance of regional CNN feature.
B. ABLATION ANALYSIS
The major innovations of the proposed model lies in two aspects, i.e., the SPN layer designed for images collected with circular fisheye lens and the multi-scale CNN feature for offline indexing and online querying. To prove the effectiveness and superiority of these two innovations, ablation experiments are conducted individually.
1) IMPORTANCE OF THE SPN LAYER
The proposed SPN layer aims to determine the region proposals based on the circular anchors. Our region proposals are centered at the circular anchors which are the interactions of spherical deformation lines. Such design superbly follows the imaging principle of ASI aurora images. Additionally, the directions of our region proposals are perpendicular to the magnetic meridian. Thus, they are capable of surrounding aurora structures within minimum region.
To prove the effectiveness of the SPN layer in the above two aspects, we conduct comparison with widely used schemes applied in the RPN layer, i.e., the rectangular meshing based anchors location determination and the horizontal direction based region proposals detection.
The comparison results of mAPs using traditional RPN layer and the proposed SPN layer are given in Table 1 . RA and CA stand for Anchors with Rectangular meshing and Circular meshing, respectively. HD and DD stand for anchors based on Horizontal Direction and Deformational Direction, respectively.
We can see that the traditional RPN layer (RA+HD approach) gets the lowest accuracy because of the unsuitable region proposals. On the contrary, CA+HD increases the mAP by 3.41%, demonstrating the importance of the proposed circular anchors determination. Subsequently, the proposed SPN layer (RA+DD approach) further improves the mAP by 5.90%, resulting in the highest accuracy, which proves the superiority of the proposed DD than HD. In addition, along with the increase of datasets, our SPN keeps steady values compared with the steep decline of other approaches, and the larger the dataset, the bigger the improvement.
In this experiment, no RA+DD approach is presented since the DD is based on the location determination of CA. Hence, it can be concluded that the proposed SPN greatly boosts the performance of ASI aurora image search.
2) EFFECTIVENESS OF THE MULTI-SCALE FEATURE
The proposed method extracts multi-scale CNN feature to represent aurora images for indexing and querying. The ''multi-scale'' implies two meanings. 1) The FPN is leveraged to fuse features from different pyramid layers which convey different semantic information with different resolutions; 2) Not only regional CNN features from region proposals are applied to compare the similarity between aurora structures, but global CNN feature from the whole image is explored to measure the overall distribution of the corresponding structures as well.
The result of mAPs using different scales of CNN features is illustrated in Table 2 . Results with single pyramid regional CNN feature are shown in the first four rows, and it can be observed that R − P 2 achieves better performance than other layers because of its finest semantic level fusing the information of C 2 to C 5 . Thanks to the merge of all pyramid regional layers, the R − P i greatly improves the search accuracy, proving the effectiveness of FPN used in our framework. Similar results can be obtained in the single pyramid global CNN feature and their combination G − P i , and their accuracy is lower than the regional ones due to the rough description. In specific, results of G − P 3 and G − P 4 are omitted for simplicity. Notably, the proposed multi-scale CNN feature R − Pi&G − Pi synthesizes the advantages of both regional information and global information in different layers, thus leading to the best performance.
C. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
We compare our model with the state-of-the-art methods for image search, i.e., BoW (baseline) [10] , PE [9] , MOP [23] , PA [24] , MAC [25] , MS-RMAC [26] , R-CNN [27] , Faster R-CNN [30] , YOLO9000 [33] and Mask R-CNN [11] . The first two methods are SIFT-based while others are CNNbased. Also, the PE model proposed in our previous work considers the characteristics of aurora, while others are not. We conduct both subjective and objective evaluations for their comparison.
1) SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION
We present a group of sample results for searching a query image with aurora vortex. The aurora vortex is of significant importance for reflecting the astronomical events, e.g., vortex in black aurora is often associated with the intense electric fields. Fig. 7 shows the visual comparison of all methods, where the searching results of rank 15-20 are given because the top 14 images using comparison methods are all true positives. The aurora vortexes in true positives are marked with orange solid boxes, while the false positives are labeled with red solid boxes.
We can observe that the CNN-based methods are capable of exporting more true positives compared with the SIFTbased methods. Thus, the powerful representational ability of CNN features can be proved. In specific, the MS-RMAC, YOLO9000 and Mask R-CNN obtain favorable performance attribute to their consideration of multi-scale cues and multilevel information. By further introducing the imaging principle and magnetic characteristics, our model ranks more similar images to the top, demonstrating its effectiveness on vortex search. In addition, since the directions of our proposal VOLUME 7, 2019 boxes are along the deformation lines, they are capable of surrounding vortex structures within minimum region and high accuracy. Compared with other horizontal boxes, our boxes are more acceptable and friendly for users.
2) OBJECTIVE EVALUATION
Except the visual subjective evaluation, objective evaluation with data results is also given in Table 3 . mAPs for datasets with increasing sizes are shown in the first five columns, while the average query time for one image are shown in the last column. From the comparison results, the following conclusions can be obtained. Accuracy: a) Among methods only exploring hand-crafted features, the PE performs better than the BoW because of the introduction of polar meshing. b) Methods exploiting CNN features get higher values of mAP, indicating the powerful representational capability of CNN feature. Also, the mAP improvement is more obvious when the scale of dataset is larger and larger. c) The Mask R-CNN achieves outstanding performance due to the delicate network design and RoIAlign layer based location projection. d) Remarkably, the proposed model keeps the highest mAP in all datasets. In particular, we gets satisfying mAP of 70.53% in ASI1M, which is far ahead of other comparison methods.
Efficiency: a) Because of the separation of region partition from main CNN network, the MOP, PA, R-CNN, MAC and MS-RMAC cost a lot of time. Conversely, because of the introduction of region proposal network, Faster R-CNN, Mask R-CNN, YOLO9000 and our model achieve favorable efficiency. b) Due to simple network structure, YOLO9000 is the fastest method. Except this, the Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN keeps the top level performance. c) Our model is based on the framework of Mask R-CNN, and we achieve even lower time cost than the Mask R-CNN in all datasets. d) The superiority of our method lies in two aspects. On one hand, we only consider the ''saliency'' regions with abundant aurora structures, and thus greatly reduces the computational complexity. On the other hand, the circular anchors are more suitable for aurora images, helping us to use less region proposals without affecting the search accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new aurora image search method with saliency deep features. By analyzing the imaging characteristics of circular fisheye lens and magnetic features of aurora, a SPN is introduced into the Mask R-CNN framework to replace the traditional RPN for generating region proposals. The locations of the obtained region proposals are perpendicular to the magnetic meridian, helping physicists for their research on polar atmosphere. Moreover, the global similarity is measured with global CNN feature, thus effectively supplement the local similarity measured by SPN. The ablation experiments prove the effectiveness and necessity of our SPN layer and multi-scale feature. Finally, by comparing with the state-of-the-art image search methods both subjectively and objectively, we can conclude that our method achieves compelling search accuracy and efficiency.
In the future, we will apply our method to other images collected by anamorphic lens. In addition, the improvement of feature saving approach is also an important problem to achieve efficient indexing and querying.
